
 

Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised algos make inferences foom

datasets using input vectors
without referring

to known outcomes

A cluster refers to a collection of data points aggregated

together because of certain
similarities

K
Meanstarefers to number of centroids

we need inDS

A centroid is imaginary or real center of cluster

Eyesy data point
is allocated to each of the clusters

through reducing
the in cluster sum of squares

means refer to avenging
data finding centroid

RMeans_
Assign

and optimize

optimize iteratively unless centroids have slablized

or defined iterations achieved

Initial position of clusters
is important else may

not converge for some datasets
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Sci kit learn KMeans

n clusters 8

max iter 3 oo

n init to No of times algo will run

with different centroid seeds

final output is best output

limitations
For a fixed dataset and fixed bn R means can

give different
results since initial position vary

k means as Hill climbing algo and it deepens when

initial cluster centers are marked

coed minima aging
Re sun may give better solutions
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b Means

Food if spherical and if we know how my

clusters
depend on distance from centroids
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We assign each object to a separate cluster then

compute the distance between each of the cluster

and join the two most similar clusters
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Singletinkagemerge
two clusters whose two closest members

have the smallest distance
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Break the last one step to get two clusters

1 two steps n si Chree

Compleklinbagemerge
members of clusters which provide the

smallest maximum pairwise distance

a b a Farthest Neighboring Clustering
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Dendograms clearly shows

how many clusters and
distance ok

between two

Dendogoans es I D and show many dims clearly
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Klardbmethod

merge clusters c
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ACA B cf icf g.iq
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Find center of all points and determine

distance of all points from
center squareandadd

cf eciecftc.gl
Subtract Varianee

Find center of each cluster and distance of

each point from its cluster center

square and subtract

G find a CB ACA

Merge dusts that have less distance



Skite

lasts cluster Agglomerative
Chistering n cluster 3

linkage ward

labels dust fit predict x

Disadvantage
sensitive to noise outliers

computationally intensive OCN2


